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Introduction.
D. Radford [4] proved that a finite dimensional Hopf algebra A is a
symmetric algebra if and only if
(1) A is unimodular, and
(2) the square of the antipode s2 is an inner algebra-automorphism.
It is well-known that the 4-dimensional Hopf algebra of Sweedler shows that
Condition (2) does not necessarilyimply Condition (1).
We present in thispaper an example which shows that the converse does not
hold either.
The construction.
Let n be a positive integer and mi an integer ^2 for i^i^n. Let k be a field
that contains a primitive m,th root of unity r＼iand let coek be an element
satisfying m"1' =1. We may assume that ft)is a primitive mth root of unity for
some positiveinteger m. We note that m divides mr
As a general case we shall construct a Hopf algebra B over k, which is
generated as an algebra by gn xi subject to the relations;
. Q Q Z=LQ Q a"**= 1 r"1*=0 X 2 = fl)PX
xk8k=rlk8kxk' xi8j=o>~lgjXi, XjX^OXiXj, for l^k^n, l^iSj^n.
First, let F = k[G1,~;Gn,Gr＼ ― ,G;＼Xl,---,Xn] be the free algebra on 3n
noncommuting indetarminates. We form the so-called free Hopf algebra
F = k[Gl,-,Gn,G;l,-,G;＼Xl, ― ,Xn]/(GiG7l-l,GrlGi-l).
The coalgebra structure maps F -≫F R F and F -> k are the algebra-
homomorphisms determined by
G^G, RG;,
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X,. H> Xi
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RG. + 10X,.,
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and
G. h≫1, X,.H>0
respectively. The antipode is the anti-algebra-homomorphism determined by
Second, let L be the ideal of F generated by the following six subsets of F:
(1) {GjG.-GiGjll^iSj^n}
(2) {G"k-l＼l^k^n}
(3) [X?＼l^k£n)
(4) {XjGt-coGJj.XiGj-ca^GjXhl&Zj^n}
(5) {XkGk-f]kGkXk＼l^k^n}
(6) {X^.-fflY.-XJl^i^^n}.
Let B indicate F/L. Then denoting cosets by the small case letters, we have
the multiplicativerelations stated above.
Finally, we show the following proposition.
Proposition 1. (a) The ideal L is a Hopf ideal of F, so B is the Hopf
algebra.
(b) B has as a basis the set {gf1 ■･･#£"･*,*'･･■xqn"＼Q^pi,qi^mi-1}. Hence
dimB = Tim?.
(c) The antipode s of B is given by
s(gi)= sr1' s(xi)= ~xi87l = -n^si'Xi ･
Hence s2(x )= nr'r. and the order of s is (L.C.M. of {m,})x2.
Proof, (a) We note that in a Hopf algebra an ideal generated by skew
primitives is a Hopf ideal.
One can see that the elements of the above sets (1), (2) and (5) are all skew
primitives. Thus the ideal /, J and K generated by (1), (2) and (5), respectively,
are Hopf ideals.
Since the elements of the set (4) are skew primitives modulo /, the ideal /'
generated by these, namely / and (4), is a Hopf ideal; and since the elements of
(6) are skew primitives modulo /', similarly the ideal /" generated by these is
also a Hopf ideal.
On the other hand, the elements of (3) are skew primitives modulo K (c.f. [2,
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Lem. 2.5.], [6]). Thus the ideal K' generated by the two sets K and (3) is a Hopf
ideal.
Therefore the sum I" + J + K' is a Hopf ideal, and is just L.
(b) For l^i^n let k[Ht], kl^] be the polynomial algebras on 1 indeterminate
H^, respectively, over k. Set T. =k{Hi]l{H i -1), Ui = *[^]/(Ip), and
M = 7J R ･･ ･ R Tn R Ul R ･･ ･ R Un. Denoting cosets by the small case letters, we see
that Ti has a basis {/i/|0^ j^k mj -1} and Ui has a basis {yj＼Q= j= mi -1}.
Therefore M has the basis {hf1 R ･･ ･ R /inp" R y^1 R ･･ ･ R yn?"|0^/?(.,qi^mi -1}.
We define a left 5-module structure on M.
First of all, we define an algebra-homomorphism from the free Hopf algebra
F to Endk(M), the algebra of endomorphisms of M, as follows: for M3m =
hp R---R^≫ Ryf' R...R^≫ (0^pi,qi^mi -1),
Grm = hp R"-R/i^+l R---R^" Ryf R---R^",
X,. ･ m = O)"1
+ '+p'-'?|f'ft)"(A+l +"'+p"'ft)91 +""+"-'^
R ･･ ･ R /≫,"-R y,"71 R ･･･ R y;'+l R ･･･ R yqn",
but p0 = q0 = 0. It is well-defined.
Next, we must show that the algebra-homomorphism annihilates the ideal L.
For that purpose, it suffices to check on the six sets generating L.
On the sets (1), (2) and (3), it is clear.
On the set (4) for l^iSi^n,
XJ Grm = Xj-hlP] R---Rh?'+XR---RhPn" Ry≪> R---Ryqn"
= Q)Pl+'"+p^+lri1i(o~{Pj+l+'-+p")mq]+"'+qj-'
hp R---Rhp'+lR---Rhr≫ Ryq> R---Ryqj+lR---Ry≪n"
GiXj-m = G,. ■(coP]+-+p^ri^Q)-{p^+-+p")Q)qi+-+c'J-1
hP] R---Rhp" Ry* R---Ryg/+lR---Ryqn")
= CDPi+"'+Pj'"nPiQ)~(Pj+l+'"+P")Q)qi+'"+qj-1
h? R---RhPi+lR---Rh?≫ Ryq' R---Ryq.i+lR--*Ry≪≫.
Thus
(XjGi-wGiXj)-M = (O).
Similarly,
XiGj-m = XrhlPl R---Rhpj1+{ R---Rhpn" Ryq> R---Ryq≫
= q)p> +-+"-' np coHPi+> +'"+p"+1}a)"]+"'+q'-'
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hfl R---Rh-J+l R---Rh?° Ryqi R---Ryq'+lR---Ryq",
GjXrm = Gj ･(£≫/)'+-+^r]f'£≫-(^l+-+p")≪<?1+-+<?'-1
V R---RK" Ryqi R---Ryfi+l R---Ryq")
h? R---Rhji+l R---Rh?" Ryq> R---Ryfi+l R---Ryq".
Thus
(X.Gj-G)-lGjXi)-M = (O).
Therefore the algebra-homomorphism annihilates the set (4).
In a similar fashion, one can check thatit takes zero on the sets(5),(6).
Hence the map annihilates the ideal L, so M can be seen as a left 5-module.
Define a linear map Q:M^B by hfl R---Rh^ Ryqx' R---Ryqn" h> g?[･･･gpn"
･xqi---xqn".It is easy to see that (j)is surjective. Define a J5-module map
y/:B―>M by aH> a-lR---Rl. Then y/o<j)is the identity map, hence $ is
bijective.
Therefore the set of the statement is a basis of B.
(c) It is clear.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
In this way we can form the Hopf algebra B, which is a generalization of [3,
4.4].
Now we shall notice the unimodularity. A Hopf algebra is called unimodular
if the leftintegral space and the right one are the same (c.f.[3]).
Lemma 2. (a) Set A = (l + ft + ■■■+grl)-(l +gn +- + g?-l)-x?-1 -x?~l
Then A is a non-zero leftintegral.
(b) B is unimodular if and only if T]i= c≫~"+2M for l^=i^=n.
Let B be unimodular, then we have
(c) n is even,
(d) m = mi for X^itikn, i.e.77.is a primitive mth root of unity,
(d'j (n ―2i + l,m) = 1, i.e.n―2i + l and m are relativelyprime, for l^i^n,
(d") (p, m) = 1 for each odd prime p^n ―l,
(e) s2(jc,)= rir'x = Q)n'2Mx..
Proof, (a) Clear.
(b) It follows that Ag;. = co~n+2i~lrj7lA and Ajc,.=0. Indeed, Ag(. =
^"-'V
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(o'~]A = Q}~n+2'~lri^A. Hence B is unimodular
j).=a)-"+2i-1 for l^i^n.
(c) Suppose that n is odd. Then by (b) 7]^ = co°
2
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if and only if
= 1. a contradiction.
(d) Recall that m divides mi for all i. Since 7],ffl= 1 holds by (b) and 7]iis a
primitive m;th root of unity, mi divides m. Hence m = mr
(d') This follows from (b) and (d).
(d") This follows from (c) and (d').
(e) By (b) and Proposition l.(c).
This completes the proof of the lemma.
We note that (d), (d') and (d") are equivalent under the conditions
77.= 0D~n+2i~land (c), and notice that Lemma 2 shows us the way of direct
constructionof unimodular Hopf algebraB, thatis;
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that integers n and m^2 satisfy the conditions (c),
(d") in Lemma 2. For a primitive mth root of unity co,set 77.= ft)""*2'"1(Note that
thisis a primitive mth root of unity).Then the Hopf algebra B is unimodular.
Let Bn m indicateB in case of Proposition3.
The relation between the unimodularlty and s2
We only considertheunimodular Hopf algebra Bn m and show thatCondition
(1) does not necessarilyimply Condition(2).
LEMMA 4. Suppose in addition that ni=4 and m is divided by 4. Let fi= ―r
and V = ―, set z = x^_i+x^ &Bnm (Note that neither x^_x nor x% is zero, so z *
0). Then there is an element C e k such that zgt = Cgtz far l^i^n
Proof.
Itis easy to see that the statement is true for l^i^v-2 or v + l^i^n.
i) i = v-l:
-*"V-16v-l
■*v Sv-＼
'lv-16v-lAv-l
(0
CD
-3/i
gv-X, (since 7]v_,=G)~3)
6V-IAV-1'
IW 6v-lAv ･
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xvSv-＼ w 6v-lAv･
Thus it follows that zgv_,= m^g^z, so set ^v_,= a>"
ii) i = v:
Xv-＼&v
= 0)
SvAv-
< 2 X"6vAv
= fiT"
1'
gvx" (since T]v=0)~l)
Thus it follows that zgv = m~Mgvz , so set £v = Q) *
This completes the proof.
THEOREM 5.Let n, m be as in Proposition3. // n^4 and m is divided by 4,
the square of antipode s2 of Bnm is notinner.
Proof. Let z,＼iand v be asin Lemma 4.It follows that
Now suppose that s2(z)= azb forsome a,b e Bnm.
Write
a = T a pPl ■･■pP"■x
where a PVPniVin
<?1
1
*l-
e£,0^/>,,<7,-=m-l,
where 0 ,...,,., ek,O£p'H,q'R£m-＼,
and-divide a into ao+ax, where a0 is the part of qi = 0 and ax is the rest, b into
bo+bx, where b0 is the part of q' = 0 and bx is the rest.
Then
azb = (aQ+ax)z(b0+bx)
= aozbo + aozbx+ axzb0 + axzbx
= aozbo + w, where w = aozbx + axzb0 + axzbx,
= coz + w,
where cQ
by Lemma 4
= Co<_, + C0Xv + W-
1 6≪ ≫ yr ek,Q^r^m-＼,
So s2(z) = azb
Unimodularity of FiniteDimensional
implies
a^x" + m^xH = cax≫,+ cox≫+ w.
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Thus w = 0 since w is a sum of terms that contain at least /I + 1 jc's as
factors, and c0 = yo...o･1 since yr...r= 0 if some rt* 0. Set 7 = yo...o.Then
Again comparing the coefficients, we have co311=y = Q)ti, so c≫(3/i"/i)= ft)2^=
(O1 =l,a. contradiction since 00is a primitive /nth root of unity.
Therefore for any a,beBnm, s2(z)^azb. This implies that s2 cannot be
inner.
This completes the proof
REMARKS. For another Bnm, we have the following:
(1) For any m, the square of antipode s2 of B2m f[3, 4.4]) is inner. More
precisely,
where p, q are integers such that p + q = -l modulo m.
(2) Suppose that ni?4 and either that m is odd or that m is even but is not
divided by 4. Then the square of antipode of B is inner as follows.
Fix an integer I such that m = 2/ + l(― = 2/ + 1, resp.). Set g = g[---g[
I ･si "'8ln>where p and q are integers such that p + q = -l modulo m. Then
g
≫
s2O) = g~l-rg.
(3) In general if both the dimension of a Hopf algebra and the order of the
square of antipode s2 are odd, then s2 is inner [1, Prop. 1].
Therefore we have the following;
THEOREM 6. There existsa finitedimensional unimodular Hopf algebra such
thatthesauare of antinodeis notinner.
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